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Nitro Cold Brew has never been easier! Our

ground breaking Nitro V2PX series draws

Cold Brew coffee from any container, keg,

or bag; chills it to 2°C or heats it to 70°C,

and infuses it with nitrogen extracted

from the air. This means no separate

nitrogen tank is required. Within seconds

you'll have velvety smooth Nitro Cold Brew

in your hands!  
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We design, manufacture, and sell

equipment for all steps in the Cold Brew

process. These include brewing, filtering,

and serving. BROOD Refreshments Co.

Ltd also custom builds machines for

industry leaders. We go by our motto:

"mi factory es tu factory!" 

what we do
BROOD Refreshments Co. Ltd is a North

American manufacturing firm that 

serves the Cold Brew industry. We have

been in the industry for 3 years and are

at the forefront of cutting edge designs

and products for professionals and

aficionados alike.  

who we are



BROOD Nitro V2PX series. 

world's first hot & cold nitro beverage dispenser.



"I like that the Nitro V2PX doesn't need nitrogen

tanks. No more replacements! I have peace of

mind knowing that I am always going to get a

cup of nitro when I pull the tap." 

Nicos - Marriott Renaissance

no kegs 
no fridge 
no space 
no installations 
no gas cylinders 
no hassle



Add value for your customers by introducing Nitro

Cold Brew to your menu. You can pour a drink in

less than 7 seconds with complete consistency.

Better yet you can do it on demand, so no more

queuing for your customers and no more wastage

for you. Build your cold beverage menu with Nitro

Cold Brew.  

This is what your menu could look like if you

introduce Nitro Cold Brew drinks 

A Nitro V2PX™ is an easy way to boost your

beverage sales. It's an exciting new way to serve

coffee for your customers, especially non-coffee

lovers who may find the taste of hot coffee bitter

and harsh. Add homemade syrups, or better yet try

infusing orange and cinnamon in your Cold Brew

and taste how delicious it'll be when served on nitro!

The Nitro V2PX™ makes Nitro Cold Brew fun and

versatile, so get creative with your recipes and start

pouring!

add value

increase sales

sample menu



Serving Nitro Cold Brew is as easy as

plugging a Bag in Box (pictured right) into

the bottom of your Nitro V2PX. Pull the tap

and within seconds your Cold Brew will be

rich and creamy with a velvety top. For all of

you that have struggled with a traditional

kegerator, we guarantee that the Nitro V2PX

eliminates all the hassle. Forget about your

pressure regulator, switching your nitrogen

tank, or using kegs. We all know how

tedious that can be. Better yet, you get a

consistent product at every pour and never

a flat cup of nitro. You'll have more time to

to focus on your customers.

plug & play

consistency with every pour.

2°C cooling technology.
works with any beverage.

low maintenance.

customized branding.

plug & play - setup in 2 mins.
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create an entire hot & cold drinks 
menu from one machine.





How can I build a complete hot & cold beverage menu

with the Two Tap Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX? 

A. It’s easy! Check out our sample menu in the tab

above. For any espresso based drink such as Lattes,

Cappuccinos, or Mochas, substitute your espresso shots

with a pour of ‘hot’ Cold Brew. The nitrogen creates a

natural crema. If you prefer you can also use fresh milk

for hot drinks. For your flat drinks such as an

Americano, the hot Cold Brew is the perfect option

because it has all the taste without the harshness and

bitterness that comes with a hot brewed coffee. And

for all your “iced” drinks, you can serve a perfectly

chilled Nitro Cold Brew or Flat Cold Brew without

dilution. The natural crema that nitrogen creates is the

perfect alternative to milk! All your barista has to ask

your customer is: “Would you like that hot or cold?” 

I just received my Two-Tap Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX, how

do I set it up? 

A. Please follow the instruction manuals that come

with the machine. However, it is fairly easy to set up.

Just plug the machine in the electric wall socket. Then

screw on both tap handles. 

Where do I put my Cold Brew coffee or tea? 

A. Every Two-Tap Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX comes with 6

BiB bags and the corresponding BiB adaptors. You can

fill the bags with your Cold Brew and connect the BiB

adaptor to the nozzle. Take the other end of the BiB

adaptor and clip it into the machine from behind.

Please watch our instructional video. 

Do I have to use BiB bags? 

A. No, not necessarily. You can drop the accompanying

tube that comes with the machine into any container

of Cold Brew. Once you pull either tap of the Two-Tap

Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX forward, it will then draw the

Cold Brew into the machine and start dispensing. 

Is the cleaning process easy? 

A. Yes, you need to fill a container with 1 litre of water

and pull the tap to draw the water into the machine

and out of the tap. You need to do this for both taps to

make sure that both lines are clean. This also needs to

be done daily to keep the tubes clean. We

recommend that this is also done with an espresso

solvent dissolved into the water once every two weeks.

Steps on how to clean the machine can be found in

the Two-Tap Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX Operation Manual. 

I am not getting enough crema from my Nitro Tap,

what should I do? 

A. There are 3 possible reasons. First, rotate the

nitrogen calibration by following the (+) sign to

increase the amount of nitrogen. Secondly, the pre-

filter might be clogged and needs to be cleaned.

Thirdly, the Cold Brew coffee that you are using may

be too oily, unfiltered, or brewed in a mineral poor

water. Please read more about water composition in

our blog and what role it plays in creating a creamy

nitro coffee. As a rule of thumb, a Hot Nitro Cold Brew

will have a more subtle crema. 

I am getting large bubbles in my nitro Cold Brew

coffee, what should I do? 

A. There are 2 possible reasons. First, rotate the

nitrogen calibration knob to decrease the amount of

nitrogen infused into your beverage. Secondly, make

sure all the tubes are pushed in firmly and there is no

air seepage. Observe if there are any air bubbles

flowing through the intake tube. Air that seeps into

the tubes will ultimately come out at the tap in the

form of air bubbles. This will also happen if your intake

tube is sucking in only air. 

My beverage is not cold enough, how do I make it

colder? 

A. Check to make sure there isn’t a power issue. If the

air compressor is working then the problem is not

power related. Make sure the fridge knob is turned to

its coolest setting.  

The temperature can be adjusted on the thermostat

knob on the back panel. The target pour temperature

is 2°C. In cases of continuous pouring temperature may

rise to 5°C 

The Two-Tap Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX is not pouring

coffee, what should I do? 

A. There are 2 reasons why this may happen. All of

them are easily remedied. Please follow our

troubleshooting guide in the attached operation

manual. 

When I pull the tap I get large bubbles followed by a

creamy nitro, how do I make the entire beverage

consistently creamy? 

A. We recommend purging before every pour. Pull the

Nitro Tap then count to 2 seconds and wait for any air

bubbles in the tap to come out and then tilt your glass

beneath the pour and fill to the top. As a rule of

thumb, a Hot Nitro Cold Brew will have a subtler

crema. 

When I pour two glasses of chilled Nitro Cold Brew, the

second glass is sometimes slightly less chilled than the

first one. Why is that? 

A. We recommend pouring for 45 seconds and then

pausing for 15 seconds before your 2nd pour. This

allows the coffee inside the fridge to chill to your

desired temperature. 

The Two-Tap Hot & Cold Nitro V2PX has a humming

sound that comes and goes, why? 

A. This is the sound of the fridge thermostat. When

there is a humming sound this means that the fridge is

cooling down to the pre-set temperature on the knob.

When the sound stops this means that the air

compressor has also stopped as the desired

temperature has been reached. 

I have the fridge set at the coolest possible

temperature but the beverage is not cold enough, why

is this? 

faq



A. The variance between the Cold Brew coffee in your

container/bag in box and at the tap is 18 C. This means

if your Cold Brew coffee is 20 C then the nitro coffee at

the tap will be 2 C. 

Do I need to keep a gap between the vents on the side

and top of the machine and the nearest wall? 

A. Yes, just allow a few centimetres for the side vents. 

How many drinks can I serve simultaneously? 

A. Two. There are two separate beverage tubes that are

clipped at the bottom of the machine. 

Can I still calibrate the amount of Nitrogen separately

for both taps? 

A. Yes. 

Can I control the temperature of the Hot Tap? 

A. No. There is a switch inside the control panel that

activates the hot option for the Hot Tap. It will take you

Cold Brew up to 70 C 

Do I have to clean both lines of the machine

separately? 

A. Yes. Follow the cleaning process listed in the

operation manual for both lines as they are completely

independent of one another. 

How does hot cold brew-ed coffee taste? 

A. It tastes smooth, full bodied, and bright! It is easier

on the stomach as Cold Brew coffee doesn’t extract

the harsher and undesirable qualities in coffee. Be sure

to brew your Cold Brew with a lighter roast and use

water with a lower pH. This gives the hot version of

Cold Brew coffee a fuller body and brighter taste.
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